Amplification of a chorion gene cluster in Drosophila is subject to multiple cis-regulatory elements and to long-range position effects.
We have used P-element transformation to study cis-acting elements involved in the control of amplification of the third chromosome chorion gene cluster (66D12-15) in Drosophila melanogaster. To reduce position effects large fragments (5.7 to 12 kb; kb = 10(3) bases) of chorion DNA and the 7.2 kb ry+ fragment were used to "buffer" these putative elements from sequences at the insertion site. Nevertheless, even the longest constructs were profoundly affected by the insertion sites and showed amplification levels ranging from undetectable to higher than in the endogenous locus. Any amplification was tissue and temporally correct and extended into the neighboring ry+ sequences. Analysis of amplification levels at various points along two constructs bearing the same 10 kb chorion insert in opposite orientations showed maximal levels occurring at one end of the chorion fragment, irrespective of whether that end was buffered at the middle of the transposon or exposed close to the insertion site. The maximally amplifying region encompasses the amplification control element (ACE), which has been shown to be necessary for amplification, in agreement with its putative role as a replication origin. We have additionally identified amplification-enhancing elements present elsewhere in the 10 kb chorion fragment, which are needed for attainment of high copy number. These elements, distinct from the ACE, have been only coarsely localized within two 2.25 to 2.3 kb regions. Some interesting sequence similarities between these two regions and the ACE element are pointed out.